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SEOC ACTIVATES FOR SANDY 
In response to Governor Deval Patrick’s request, President Obama issued a Pre-Landfall Emergency 
Declaration for direct federal assistance to help prepare the Commonwealth from the potential 
impacts of Superstorm Sandy. Anticipating the worst: damaging winds and subsequent widespread 
power outages, coastal flooding and inland flooding from torrential rains, Governor Patrick declared a 
State of Emergency on October 27th and MEMA fully activated the State Emergency Operations 
Center on October 28th through October 30th. Dozens of federal, state, local, private and volunteer 
agencies and organizations staffed the various Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) throughout the 
event.  Through a request made through the Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) 
a team from Minnesota came to support MEMA’s SEOC staff.  In addition, all of the major electric 
utilities in the Commonwealth had a full-time presence in the SEOC to quickly respond to requests 
and questions. For the first time, there was a substantial private sector presence at the SEOC with 
representatives from Lowe’s, Poland Springs, Walmart and Walgreens ready to immediately assist 
with requests for commodities.  Governor Patrick held numerous news briefings from the SEOC over 
the course of the event.  Senators Kerry and Brown also attended briefings during the activation. 
Fortunately, the impacts 
were not nearly as 
severe as those   
experienced    by    many  
other Northeast states. 
No storm-related deaths 
or major injuries were 
reported; total outages 
were under 400,000; only 
160+ took advantage of 
shelters; public 
transportation was briefly 
disrupted; a number of 
local roads were closed 
for debris removal or 
coastal flooding impacts; 
some homes and 
vehicles were damaged 
by falling trees; only a  
few coastal communities  
conducted precautionary 
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evacuations ahead of the initial high tide; a number of hospitals briefly lost electrical power but 
continued to successfully function on generator power. Overall, Massachusetts was quite fortunate. 
 
MEMA HELPS LEAD EMAC 
MEMA coordinated filling multiple Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) requests 
from the Hurricane Sandy-impacted states. Operations Coordinator Jaci Hamel staffed and 
supervised the EMAC desk in the SEOC with Executive Assistant Katy Bellemare, Training 
Coordinator Jeff Tedesco, Nuclear Planner Cathy Cederberg, and Communications Support and 
Fleet Coordinator John Holbrook. Cederberg and Local Coordinator Rich LaTour subsequently went 
to Connecticut to serve as an EMAC Advance Team at the SEOC in Hartford. A large number of 
MEMA Staff were deployed to the SEOC in Albany, NY: Operations Manager Allen Phillips, All 
Hazards Planner Jennifer Carlson-Benoit, Disaster Recovery Accountant Joe Harrington, Hazard 
Mitigation Contract Specialist Kathryn Fatherley, Administrative Assistant Maggie McKenna, Local 
Coordinator Heather Tecce, Administrative Assistant Mayra Quintana and Grants Management 
Specialist David Cruz. They took the leads for the Logistics and Planning Sections, as well as the 
Fuel Task Force. They processed 7,000 requests over a two-week period. Overall, the Logistics 
Team was responsible for all requests, food at the SEOC, IT, donations, EMAC, debris, as well as the 
Fuel, Generator, Pump, and Light Tower Task Forces. During this two-week deployment they 
assisted New York with Logistics and Resources. The Planning Team was responsible for FEMA’s 
Situation Reports, weather reports, all statistical information, and maintaining the organizational chart. 
In addition to MA, there were also EMAC members from Oklahoma, Kansas, Minnesota, Arkansas, 
Rhode Island and Louisiana at the NY SEOC.  MEMA Communications and Interoperability Manager 
Steve Staffier served as a Team Leader for a 4-person Communications Support Team, including 
communications specialists from MA State Police and the City Of Worcester, in Nassau County, Long 
Island, NY. Steve utilized the MEMA Communication Support Trailer during the deployment.  
In addition to MEMA Staff, hundreds of other MA local, state and volunteer agencies and 
organizations continue to supply assets and personnel through formal EMAC state-to-state requests. 
New York - 13 City of Boston employees serving as the Logistics Section at the New York City EOC; 
125 Military Police from the MA National Guard (MANG) for security; an 8-person MANG team, with 
vehicles, to manage the Queens, NY Staging/Warehouse Operations; 12-person MANG team with 2 
Tactical Fueler Trucks and 2 Humvees;  5-person MA Air National Guard team with 2 C-300 refueling 
vehicles and a chase vehicle; a 25-person Incident Management Team (IMT) with 15 members from 
Barnstable and Franklin Counties and 10 from the Department of Fire Services.  
New Jersey – 2 MANG Blackhawk helicopters and 8-person team for Search & Rescue Operations; 
25 MA State Police officers/13 cruisers. Requests will continue, as a number of requests are pending. 
 
A GREAT EXAMPLE OF MASSACHUSETTS ‘TEAM EFFORT’ 
When the call went out from the NYPD regarding the fact that Public Safety agencies in New York 
and New Jersey were running out of road flares, many entities in the Commonwealth came to their 
aid.  Within a day, a tractor-trailer left Framingham with 451 boxes of flares, containing over 16,200 
flares and made its delivery to the impacted area. The Boston Police Department, which started the 
discussion with their counterparts in NYC, donated 2,100 flares. MEMA coordinated the donation 
drive and handled the logistics with the MA State Police (MSP), which set up donation sites at every 
one of their barracks across the state for collecting the donated flares. MSP, which also made a large 
donation of flares, loaded the donated flares onto a tractor-trailer. The MA Chiefs of Police 
Association and the Fire Chiefs Association of MA reached out to every police and fire department in 
the Commonwealth asking them to donate flares.  The NorthEast Disaster Recovery Information X-
change (NEDRIX) pushed information about the donation drive to hundreds of businesses across the 
Commonwealth. Teamsters Local 25 provided a truck and driver, pallets, and shrink-wrap.  The MA 
Department of Transportation (MassDOT) and the Department of Conservation & Recreation (DCR) 
made donations and spread word of the donation drive to other public works agencies and private 
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companies and contractors. Thanks to the Secretaries of Labor, Energy and Environmental Affairs, 
Transportation, and Public Safety & Security for their leadership and support, and help pushing out 
information about the donation drive. A real success story! 
 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE/DEBRIS MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
On December 19, 2012, MEMA will be hosting the 2012 Statewide Public Assistance Program/Debris 
Management Conference at The Log Cabin in Holyoke. This day-long, no-cost event will offer 
guidance and best practices on FEMA’s Public Assistance Program–including debris management–
within the first 72 hours of an emergency and beyond.  This conference will provide participants an 
educational opportunity to learn about various debris management and public assistance program 
topics and hear real-world experiences from keynote speakers and local, state and federal subject-
matter experts.  This conference will allow participants to share ideas and gain knowledge through a 
series of break-out workshops, presentations, and panel discussions.  The target audience for this 
event is state and local emergency management, public works officials, and municipal leaders. A 
formal announcement, including registration instructions, directions, agenda topics and conference 
contacts will be available soon. 
 
THOUSANDS DOWNLOAD PING4ALERTS! APP 
To date, over 50,000 MA residents have downloaded new FREE mobile app, ping4alerts! This new 
state-of-the-art tool significantly enhances MEMA’s ability to communicate with the public during 
emergencies, as it did with Hurricane Sandy and during a recent Amber Alert. In a matter of minutes, 
MEMA has the ability to highlight an area on a map and then push text messages, text files, image 
files and audio messages to Smartphones that have the app and are located within that area. 
National Weather Service severe weather alerts are also pushed to phones with the app in affected 
areas. The app is now available for iPhone and Android Smartphones, and will be available soon for 
Blackberries. MEMA encourages all Smartphone users to visit the website       
www.mass.gov/mema/mobileapp for additional information and to download this mobile app. This is a 
resource that MEMA will be sharing broadly with other state agencies, as well as local public safety, 
public health and emergency management officials in order to ensure that the public receives 
warnings about imminent or occurring emergencies and information that will help them take 
appropriate steps to mitigate their risk. 
 

During this past month, an additional 196 individuals took part in 14 different classes, receiving 
training through MEMA in the following subject areas: ICS-100, ICS-300, ICS-400, Resource 
Management System (RMS) Basic, Resource Management System (RMS) - System Administrator, 
Hazardous Materials Awareness, and Shelter Operations (In conjunction with the American Red 
Cross).  Year-to-date, 1,630 individuals have been through various MEMA trainings. For additional 
information regarding MEMA Training and future classes, go to 

OCTOBER TRAINING UPDATE 

www.mass.gov/mema. 
 
MEMA STAFF UPDATE 
Sara Zalieckas has joined MEMA as an Access and Functional Needs Planner working in the 
Planning Unit providing planning services and support to review, identify, and develop emergency 
plans that include considerations for access and functional needs populations. Also, to meet the 
growing need for specialized training across the Commonwealth, MEMA has recently added nine (9) 
trainers to our staff: Brian Beaulieu, Christopher Grazioso, Roy Jones, Koren Kanadanian, Robert 
Martucelli, Carol McMahon, Miles Schlichte, Lynne Shaw, and Richard Todd. 
 
UPDATING ESF ANNEXES 
The MEMA Planning Department is in the process of updating the 18 different Emergency Support 
Function Annexes in the Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan.  

http://www.mass.gov/mema/mobileapp�
http://www.mass.gov/mema�
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Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) are composed of the grouping of governmental and certain 
volunteer and private sector capabilities into an organizational structure to provide support, 
resources, program implementation, and services that are most likely needed to save lives, protect 
property and the environment, restore essential services and critical infrastructure, and help victims 
and communities return to normal following domestic incidents. Depending upon the size and type of 
disaster, many or all of the ESFs are in Framingham during an activation of the State Emergency 
Operations Center (SEOC).  The Massachusetts ESFs, which match closely to the FEMA ESFs, are: 
#1. Transportation, #2. Communications, #3. Public Works/Engineering, #4. Firefighting, #5. 
Information & Planning, #6. Mass Care, #7. Resource Support, #8. Health & Medical, #9. Search & 
Rescue, #10. Hazardous Materials, #11. Food & Water, #12. Energy, #13. Military Support, #14. 
Public Information, #15. Volunteers, #16. Law Enforcement, #17. Animal Protection, and #18. 
Business & Industry. 
 
GHENT, NY INDUSTRIAL FIRE AFTER-ACTION 
On October 18th, the MEMA Region III/IV Office in Agawam hosted an After-Action Meeting to discuss 
the August industrial fire that took place in Ghent, NY, and the subsequent plume that impacted a 
large area of Southern Berkshire County. Dozens of local, county, state and federal officials 
reconstructed the events of those days: areas that went well, as well as those that need 
improvement. The meeting was a very positive event, which will help all concerned continue to 
improve communication and response skills for future emergencies.  As a result of the meeting, a 
formal After Action Report is expected.  
 
PILGRIM GRADED EXERCISE POSTPONED 
Due to the conflict with the recovery efforts across the Northeast from the impacts of Superstorm 
Sandy, the biennial federally graded exercise of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Emergency Plan 
scheduled for November 7th has been postponed until the Spring of 2013.  
 
ISO-NE ANTICIPATES SUFFICIENT ELECTRICAL POWER 
ISO-New England recently conducted their annual Pre-Winter Briefing to discuss the electrical 
capacity for the upcoming winter season. Barring any unusual major oil or natural gas availability 
issues, New England can anticipate sufficient power throughout the season. ISO-NE is an 
independent, non-profit Regional Transmission Organization which oversees the operations of the 
New England bulk electrical power system and transmission lines. 
 
POST-DISASTER HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT FUNDS AVAILABLE  
MEMA and the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) recently announced the 
availability of FEMA post-disaster Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) funds.  This post-
disaster hazard mitigation grant funding is available as a result of the federal disaster declaration for 
the October 2011 Snowstorm. Grant program briefings and technical assistance opportunities will be 
held throughout September in different locations – the deadline for submission of HMGP applications 
is December 3, 2012. The grant briefings will provide an overview of the HMGP program, eligible 
activities, available funding and relevant application process/deadlines.  Interested sub-applicants 
considering submission of an HMGP application are strongly encouraged to attend a scheduled 
briefing.  Details regarding the grant program briefings are available on the 'Hazard Mitigation Grants' 
portion of the ‘Disaster Recovery & Mitigation’ section of the MEMA website at www.mass.gov/mema. 
Funding for hazard mitigation plans and projects is intended to reduce overall risks to the population 
and structures, while also reducing the reliance on taxpayer-funded federal assistance for disaster 
recovery. State & local governments, tribal organizations and certain private non-profits may be 
eligible to apply with projects that can include storm-water upgrades, drainage and culvert 
improvements, property acquisition, slope stabilization, infrastructure protection, seismic and wind 
retrofits, structure elevations, etc.  This HMGP funding is available to all communities in the 
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Commonwealth that meet the sub-applicant and project eligibility requirements. FEMA’s hazard 
mitigation grant programs are not intended as a source of funding for repair, replacement or deferred 
maintenance activities, but are designed to assist sub-applicants in developing long-term, cost-
effective improvements that will reduce or eliminate risk/damage to people and property from the 
effects of natural hazards.  Projects that address operation, deferred or future maintenance, repairs or 
replacement (without a change in the level of protection provided) of existing structures, facilities, or 
infrastructure (e.g., dredging, debris removal, replacement of obsolete utility systems, bridges and 
facility repair/rehabilitation) are not considered eligible mitigation grant activities.  
 
MUTUAL AID AGREEMENTS 
MEMA continues to encourage all communities and governmental entities to take advantage of the 
opportunity .to opt into the Statewide Public Safety Mutual Aid Agreement and the Public Works 
Mutual Aid Agreement program. To date, 233 entities are on board with the Statewide Public Safety 
Mutual Aid Agreement and 162 have signed onto the Public Works Mutual Aid Agreement. See the 
list at www.mass.gov/mema. Local officials with any questions regarding the Agreement should 
contact their MEMA Regional Office or Allen Phillips, MEMA Operations Manager at (508) 820-1426 
or allen.phillips@state.ma.us. 
 
RMS INVOLVEMENT CONTINUES TO BE ENCOURAGED 
Additional communities are encouraged to complete Resource Management System (RMS) Training 
and begin to actively enter and update their resources and facilities into the system. The RMS, which 
was developed with financial support from the state’s Homeland Security Councils and the Executive 
Office of Public Safety & Security (EOPSS), is a secure web-based system that may be used by all 
cities and towns, state agencies and other emergency management partners including public works, 
public health and emergency medical services, to facilitate emergency and non-emergency mutual 
aid across the Commonwealth. MEMA urges all cities and towns, agencies and organizations to take 
full advantage of RMS by using it as an internal inventory management system and to facilitate 
emergency and non-emergency mutual aid support.  The success of the Resource Management 
System, meaning the degree to which it helps municipalities, agencies and organizations locate 
needed resources during emergencies, ultimately depends on the commitment of the system’s users 
to complete the training, enter their resources (equipment, people and specialized teams) into the 
system, and to keep the system updated. To date, over 100 entities have completed Resource 
Management System (RMS) Training, with over 30 actively entering and updating their resources and 
facilities into the system. MEMA is presently testing a mobile version of the RMS Website. Please 
contact your respective MEMA Regional Office to request additional assistance, if needed. 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA ADDRESSES 
MEMA has streamlined its Social Media addresses: Twitter is www.twitter.com/MassEMA; Facebook 
is www.facebook.com/MassachusettsEMA; and YouTube is www.youtube.com/MassachusettsEMA. 
And do not forget to download the ping4alerts! app. 
 
FOLLOW MEMA UPDATES ON FACEBOOK (www.facebook.com/MassachusettsEMA) & 
TWITTER, (www.twitter.com/MassEMA), AS WELL AS ON THE MEMA WEBSITE at 
www.mass.gov/mema. 
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